Directions to GETF

For door-to-door directions to GETF via Google Maps, click here.

Driving Directions from Northern Virginia:
Take I-395 to Shirlington Exit #6;
Bear left on the exit, following the South Shirlington/Richmond sign;
Continue wrapping around the circle and move into the far right lane;
At the light, you will see a sign for South Quincy Street, turn right (that is Campbell Avenue);
At the first light, turn left on South Quincy Street.

Driving Directions from Washington, D.C.:
Take I-395 South to VA-120/Glebe Road Exit #7, toward Shirlington;
Take the ramp towards Shirlington and turn left onto South Shirlington Road;
Take the I-395 ramp and keep right at the fork in the ramp;
Turn left onto South Quincy Street.

Metrobus Directions:
Several Metrobus routes service the Shirlington Transit Center, located at 2975 South Quincy Street, near the intersection of South Randolph Street and 31st Street. The GETF offices are located across the street from the station.

From the Pentagon (Blue and Yellow Metro lines), take one of the following:
22A, (8-10 minutes, every 20 minutes during rush hour, every 30 minutes otherwise);
7A, C, E, F, Y (6-7 minutes, usually every 30 minutes, increasingly frequent during peak of afternoon rush hour);
All 25s - 25A, D (7 minutes, every 20 minutes during morning rush hour, every 60 minutes otherwise).

From Ballston (Orange Metro line), take one of the following:
10 B (20 minutes, one bus every 30 minutes);
22A (30 minutes, every 20 minutes during rush hour or every 30 minutes or otherwise);
23A, C (20 minutes, every 30 minutes, more frequent during rush hour).

From Braddock Road (Blue and Yellow Metro lines), take the following:
10B (25 minutes, every 30 minutes).

From Crystal City (Blue and Yellow Metro lines), take the following:
23A or 23C (15-20 minutes, every 30 minutes).

Parking
Parking is available in the multi-level garage adjacent to our building, which is called Quincy Tower.
You may only park in an "Office Visitor" spot located on the first floor. Parking permits are required in the garage for all Reserved and Office Visitor spaces and towing is enforced.